Member Recruitment: Getting Attention
Step into the shoes of your prospective members.
What is on their mind? What is on their to-do list?
What are they hoping to gain? What is causing them pain?
To get attention focus your recruitment messages on what they are thinking about.

Exercise: Brainstorm with your team, or run a focus group with different types of prospective members.
Find out what areas they plan to address over the next 12 months that they anticipate that you
(membership) might be able to help them with.
Review Google. What terms and phrases are they using when they search for help?

Here are some ideas:


I want to get a good night’s sleep





I want to stop worrying about…
How do I reduce the pressure of…?
I need more support, help and advice with…
I want more job security



I feel lonely and isolated. I want more friends



How can I meet more people…
 Like me?
 In a similar situation to me?
 Who can help me…



I want to feel like I belong




Want to Improve my organisation
I want to grow my business





I want to sell more
I need to find new customers
I want to be confident I am recruiting the best
I want to have staff who are committed to being professionals
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I need to save money

How can I cut costs?


How do I increase income? I want to earn more



I want to save time



What can I do to help people take me seriously?



I don’t think people recognise my talents. I want people to know what I have done. I want
recognition



I want to demonstrate my professionalism




I want to stand out. What will set me apart from my peers?
How can I get ahead?





I want to boost my career chances. How can I enhance my CV (personal branding)?
I want to get another job
What can I do to help me find a new/different job?




I want to learn new skills
I want to play with new technology



I want people to think I am important.



I want other people to think I am cool and trendy




What’s the best way into the profession?
I want more experience in….



I want to make sure stay on top of what is important, & keep up-to-date with, what is happening



I want to stop being distracted












I want to do something different
I want a better work life balance
I want to make a difference – I want to get involved in something meaningful
I want to get things changed
I want to collaborate on worthwhile projects
I want to feel good about myself
I want more fun
I want to travel
I’m bored. I want to feel motivated, enthused, inspired, stimulated, challenged, etc.
I wonder how I am doing. I want to compare myself with others like me
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Finally here are two slides from my training seminars that might also help:
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